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Abstract: Outsourcing paradigm is one of the most attractive beneﬁts of cloud computing, where computation workloads can be outsourced to cloud servers by the resourceconstrained devices, such as RFID tags. With this paradigm, cloud users can avoid setting
up their own infrastructures. As a result, some new challenges, such as security and checkability, are inevitably introduced. In this paper, we address the problem of secure outsourcing
algorithm for modular exponentiations in the one-malicious version of two untrusted program model. We show that our proposed algorithm is more eﬃcient than the state-of-the-art
algorithms. On the other hand, we point out in this paper that the ﬁrst outsource-secure algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations proposed recently is insecure, where the
sensitive information can be leaked to the malicious servers. As a result, we propose a new
and more eﬃcient algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations. We also propose
the constructions for outsource-secure Cramer-Shoup encryptions and Schnorr signatures
which are also more eﬃcient than the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Key words: secure outsourcing algorithm; modular exponentiations; one-malicious
model
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Introduction

Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm which primarily relies on technologies
such as utility computing, Service Oriented Architecture, etc. It enables IT resources and
capacities to be provided as services over the Internet. Outsourcing paradigm is one of
the most attractive beneﬁts of cloud computing, where computation workloads can be
outsourced to cloud servers by the resource-constrained devices, such as RFID tags. With
this paradigm, cloud users can avoid setting up their own infrastructures. As a result, some
new challenges and security concerns [32, 35] are inevitably introduced, which are shown as
follows.
• Security: First of all, the cloud servers are semi-trusted, while the outsourced computations may contain some sensitive information which should not be leaked to the
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servers. Hence, as for the secrecy of the outsourcing computations, it is required that
the servers should not learn anything about what it is actually computing (including
the secret inputs and the outputs).
• Checkability: Some invalid results may be returned from the cloud servers due to
some software bugs. Therefore, the outsourcers should be able to verify any failures
caused by the cloud servers misbehaves. It is clear that the veriﬁcation must be far
more eﬃcient than the outsourced computation itself.

1.1

Related Work

The impossibility of secure outsourcing an exponential computation while locally doing
only polynomial time work was proved in [2]. In the computer theory community, how
to securely outsource diﬀerent kinds of expensive scientiﬁc computations, such as matrix
multiplications and quadrature [3], receives considerable attentions. However, the disguise
technique used in [3] allows leakage of sensitive information. In [4, 10], how to securely outsource sequence comparisons were studied. The problem of secure outsourcing for widely
applicable linear algebra computations was addressed by Benjamin and Atallah [7]. However, homomorphic encryptions which are expensive operations have to be required. With
the contribution of so-called weak secret hiding assumption, Atallah and Frikken [1] proposed improved protocols for addressing this problem. Recently, Wang et al. [36] presented
eﬃcient approaches for secure outsourcing of linear programming computations.
On the other hand, the problem of securely outsourcing computations receives more
and more attentions in the cryptographic community. The ﬁrst idea with respect to secure
outsourcing expensive computations was introduced in the so-called “wallets with observers”
by Chaumand Pedersen [17]. Then, Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [28] presented the ﬁrst
security model for outsourcing cryptographic computations, and the ﬁrst outsource-secure
algorithm for modular exponentiations was also proposed based on two previous approaches
of precomputation [13, 21, 30, 33] and server-aided computation [5, 23, 29, 37].
In recent years, how to securely outsource expensive computations to the cloud servers
becomes the hot topic of research in the cryptography community due to the advancement
of cloud computing. The ﬁrst algorithm for secure delegation of elliptic-curve pairings based
on an untrusted server model was presented in [19]. However, a disadvantage of the algorithm is that some other expensive operations (scalar multiplications and exponentiations)
have to be carried out by the outsourcer although any server misbehave can be detected
with probability 1. The concept of ringers to solve the problem of verifying computation
completion for the “inversion of one-way function” class of outsourcing computations was
introduced in [26] based on the assumption that the servers are not trusted by the outsourcers. The other trust problem of retrieving payments were studied in [9, 15, 16, 34].
The notion of veriﬁable computation to solve the problem of veriﬁably outsourcing the computation of an arbitrary functions was ﬁrst formalized by Gennaro et al. [22], which was
followed by a plenty of researches [8, 11, 12, 24, 25]. Moreover, a protocol which allows
the outsourcer to eﬃciently check the outputs of the computations with a computationally
sound, non-interactive proof was proposed in [22]. From the idea of [22], the ﬁrst practical
veriﬁable computation scheme for high degree polynomial functions was proposed in [6].
And new approaches were presented by Green et al. [27] for constructing eﬃcient and secure outsourcing attribute-based encryption (ABE), which was followed by Parno et al. [31]
to show a construction of a multi-function veriﬁable computation scheme.
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Recently, Chen et al. [18] presented a new outsource-secure algorithm for modular exponentiations in the one-malicious version of two untrusted program model. Compared
with the state-of-the-art algorithm [28], their algorithm is more eﬃcient, and the checkability is also superior. Moreover, they presented the ﬁrst outsource-secure algorithm for
simultaneous modular exponentiations.

1.2

Our Contribution

In this paper, we also address the problem of secure outsourcing algorithm for modular
exponentiations in the one-malicious version of two untrusted program model. We show that
our proposed algorithm Exp is more eﬃcient than the state-of-the-art algorithms [18, 28].
Another contribution of this paper is that we point out that the ﬁrst outsource-secure
algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations proposed in [18] is insecure. The sensitive information can be leaked to the malicious servers. As a result, we propose a new
outsource-secure algorithm SExp for simultaneous modular exponentiations. Compared
with the algorithm of outsourcing only one modular exponentiation in [28] and the algorithm in [18], our algorithm is surprisingly more eﬃcient.
Similar to [18, 28], we also propose the constructions for outsource-secure Cramer-Shoup
encryptions and Schnorr signatures. The diﬀerence is that the approach used in our proposal
is by combining Exp and SExp which can achieve higher eﬃciency.

1.3

Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some security deﬁnitions for outsourcing
computation are given in Section 2. The proposed new outsource-secure algorithm for
modular exponentiations and its security proof are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we
ﬁrst present the cryptanalysis of the algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations
proposed in [18], and then propose our algorithm. The proposed outsource-secure CramerShoup encryptions and Schnorr signatures are given in Section 5, which is followed by the
last section to conclude our work.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Deﬁnition of Outsource-Security

Roughly speaking, T securely outsources some work to U , and (T, U ) is an outsourcesecure implementation of a cryptographic algorithm Alg if 1) T and U implement Alg, i.e.,
Alg = T U and 2) suppose that T is given oracle access to an adversary U ′ (instead of U )
that records all of its computation over time and tries to act maliciously, U ′ cannot learn
′
anything interesting about the input and output of T U . The formal deﬁnitions for secure
outsourcing of a cryptographic algorithm [28] is shown as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 (Algorithm with Outsource-I/O) An algorithm Alg obeys the outsource
input/output speciﬁcation if it takes ﬁve inputs, and produces three outputs. The ﬁrst three
inputs are generated by an honest party, and are classiﬁed by how much the adversary A =
(E, U ′ ) knows about them, where E is the adversarial environment that submits adversarially
chosen inputs to Alg, and U ′ is the adversarial software operating in place of oracle U . The
3

ﬁrst input is called the honest, secret input, which is unknown to both E and U ′ ; the second
is called the honest, protected input, which may be known by E, but is protected from U ′ ;
and the third is called the honest, unprotected input, which may be known by both E and
U . In addition, there are two adversarially-chosen inputs generated by the environment
E: the adversarial, protected input, which is known to E, but protected from U ′ ; and the
adversarial, unprotected input, which may be known by E and U . Similarly, the ﬁrst output
called secret is unknown to both E and U ′ ; the second is protected, which may be known to
E, but not U ′ ; and the third is unprotected, which may be known by both parties of A.
The following deﬁnition of outsource-security proposed in [28] ensures that the malicious
environment E cannot gain any knowledge of the secret inputs and outputs of T U , even if
T uses the malicious software U ′ written by E.
Deﬁnition 2 (Outsource-Security) Let Alg be an algorithm with outsource I/O. A pair
of algorithms (T, U ) is said to be an outsource-secure implementation of Alg if:
1. Correctness: T U is a correct implementation of Alg.
2. Security: For all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A = (E, U ′ ), there exist
probabilistic expected polynomial-time simulators (S1 , S2 ) such that the following pairs
of random variables are computationally indistinguishable.
• Pair One. EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal :
– The view that the adversarial environment E obtains by participating in the
following real process:
i
EV IEWreal
= {(istatei , xihs , xihp , xihu )
← I(1k , istatei−1 );
(estatei , j i , xiap , xiau , stopi )
i−1 i
← E(1k , EV IEWreal
, xhp , xihu );
i
i
i
(tstate , ustate , ys , ypi , yui )
i
i
i
′
i−1
← T U (ustate ) (tstatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau ) :
(estatei , ypi , yui )}
i
EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWreal
if stopi = T RU E.
The real process proceeds in rounds. In round i, the honest (secret, protected,
and unprotected) inputs (xihs , xihp , xihu ) are picked using an honest, stateful
process I to which the environment E does not have access. Then E, based
on its view from the last round, chooses
(a) the value of its estatei variable as a way of remembering what it did next
time it is invoked;
′
(b) which previously generated honest inputs (xihs , xihp , xihu ) to give to T U
(note that E can specify the index j i of these inputs, but not their values);
(c) the adversarial, protected input xiap ;
(d) the adversarial, unprotected input xiau ;
(e) the Boolean variable stopi that determines whether round i is the last
round in this process.
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i

i

Next, the algorithm T U is run on the inputs (tstatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau ),
where tstatei−1 is T ’s previously saved state, and produces a new state tstatei
for T , as well as the secret ysi , protected ypi and unprotected yui outputs. The
oracle U ′ is given its previously saved state, ustatei−1 , as input, and the current state of U ′ is saved in the variable ustatei . The view of the real process
in round i consists of estatei , and the values ypi and yui . The overall view
of E in the real process is just its view in the last round (i.e., i for which
stopi = T RU E.).
– The ideal process:
i
EV IEWideal
= {(istatei , xihs , xihp , xihu )
← I(1k , istatei−1 );
(estatei , j i , xiap , xiau , stopi )
i−1
← E(1k , EV IEWideal
, xihp , xihu );
(astatei , ysi , ypi , yui )
i
i
i
← Alg(astatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau );
(sstatei , ustatei , Ypi , Yui , replacei )
i
i
′
i−1
← S U (ustate ) (sstatei−1 , · · · , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau , ypi , yui );
(zpi , zui ) = replacei (Ypi , Yui ) + (1 − replacei )(ypi , yui ) :
(estatei , zpi , zui )}
i
EV IEWideal = EV IEWideal
if stopi = T RU E:
The ideal process also proceeds in rounds. In the ideal process, we have
a stateful simulator S1 who, shielded from the secret input xihs , but given
the non-secret outputs that Alg produces when run all the inputs for round
i, decides to either output the values (ypi , yui ) generated by Alg, or replace
them with some other values (Ypi , Yui ). Note that this is captured by having
the indicator variable replacei be a bit that determines whether ypi will be
replaced with Ypi . In doing so, it is allowed to query oracle U ′ ; moreover, U ′
saves its state as in the real experiment.

• Pair Two. U V IEWreal ∼ U V IEWideal :
– The view that the untrusted software U ′ obtains by participating in the real
process described in Pair One. U V IEWreal = ustatei if stopi = T RU E.
– The ideal process:
i
U V IEWideal
= {(istatei , xihs , xihp , xihu )
← I(1k , istatei−1 );
(estatei , j i , xiap , xiau , stopi )
← E(1k , estatei−1 , xihp , xihu , ypi , yui );
(astatei , ysi , ypi , yui )
i
i
i
← Alg(astatei−1 , xjhs , xjhp , xjhu , xiap , xiau );
U ′ (ustatei−1 )

(sstatei , ustatei ) ← S2
: (ustatei )}

i
if stopi = T RU E:
U V IEWideal = U V IEWideal
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(sstatei−1 , xjhu , xiau )

In the ideal process, we have a stateful simulator S2 who, equipped with only
the unprotected inputs (xihu , xiau ), queries U ′ . As before, U ′ may maintain
state.
Deﬁnition 3 (α-Eﬃcient, Secure Outsourcing) A pair of algorithms (T, U ) is said to
be an α-eﬃcient implementation of Alg if 1) T U is a correct implementation of Alg and 2)
∀ inputs x, the running time of T is no more than an α-multiplicative factor of the running
time of Alg.
Deﬁnition 4 (β-Checkable, Secure Outsourcing) A pair of algorithms (T, U ) is said
to be a β-checkable implementation of Alg if 1) T U is a correct implementation of Alg and
′
2) ∀ inputs x, if U ′ deviates from its advertised functionality during the execution of T U (x),
T will detect the error with probability no less than β.
Deﬁnition 5 ((α, β)-Outsource-Security) A pair of algorithms (T, U ) is said to be an
(α, β)-outsource-secure implementation of Alg if it is both α-eﬃcient and β-checkable.
As mentioned in [18, 28], a secure outourcing algorithm may not provide 100 percent
checkability (β). However, it is very practical that a user may run the outsourcing algorithm
many times with the same servers. In this case, the probability of being caught will be high
if a server cheats frequently. It is clear that a larger β is always better. However, there is
a tradeoﬀ between the eﬃciency (α) and chackability (β).

2.2

One-Malicious Model

In the two untrusted program model for outsourcing exponentiations modulo a prime
proposed by Hohenberger and Lysyanskaya [28], the adversarial environment E writes the
code for two (potentially diﬀerent) softwares U ′ = (U1′ , U2′ ). E gives this software to T ,
advertising a functionality that U1′ and U2′ may or may not accurately compute. Note that
T controls the channel among E, U1 and U2 . That is, all communication between any two
of E, U1′ and U2′ must pass through T . In this case, A = (E, U1′ , U2′ ) denotes the adversary
attacking T . Moreover, it is assumed that at most one of U1′ and U2′ deviates from its
advertised functionality on a non-negligible fraction of the inputs, while we do not know
which one. The security means that there is a simulator S for both. This is named as the
one malicious version of two untrusted program model (i.e., “one-malicious model” for the
simplicity). As mentioned in [18], one-malicious model can be viewed as a special case of
refereed delegation of computation model [14] when the number of servers n = 2.

3

New and Secure Outsourcing Algorithm of Modular Exponentiations

In [18, 28], to speed up the computations a subroutine Rand is used, the inputs for which
are a prime p, a generator g ∈ Z∗p , and possibly some other values. For each invocation
Rand outputs a random, independent pair of the form (b, g b ), where b ∈ Zq and q|p − 1.
Two approaches can be used to implement the functionality of Rand. One is the socalled table-lookup method, i.e., a table of random, independent pairs, which is loaded
into the memory of T , is generated in advance by a trusted entity. For each invocation of
6

Rand, T just retrieves a new pair from the table. The other is to apply the well-known
preprocessing algorithms, such as the EBPV generator [30]. The EBPV generator, secure
against adaptive adversaries, runs in time O(log 2 n) for an n-bit exponent. It is conjectured
that with a suﬃciently large subset of truly random (k, g k ) pairs the output distribution of
the EBPV generator is statistically close to the uniform distribution. Hence, it should be
noted that the output of the Rand can never be controlled by T .

3.1

The Proposed Algorithm for Outsource-Secure Exponentiation Modulo a Prime

Here, we present a new secure outsourcing algorithm Exp for exponentiation modulo
a prime in the one-malicious model. In Exp, T outsources its modular exponentiation
computations to U1 and U2 by invoking Rand. The security requirement is that the adversary A cannot know any useful information about the inputs and outputs of Exp. Similar
to [18, 28], Ui (x, y) → y x also denotes that Ui takes as inputs (x, y) and outputs y x (mod p),
where i = 1, 2.
Let p, q be two large primes and q|p − 1. The input of Exp is a ∈ Z∗q , and u ∈ Z∗p such
that uq = 1 (mod p) (for an arbitrary base u and an arbitrary power a). The output of
Exp is ua (mod p). Note that a may be secret or (honest/adversarial) protected and u
may be (honest/adversarial) protected.
Our trick is a more eﬃcient solution to ﬁrstly randomize u and then logically split a into
random looking pieces. The proposed algorithm Exp(a, u) is given as follows:
1. Run Rand thrice to create three blinding pairs (α, g α ), (β, g β ) and (γ, g γ ). We denote
v = g α , µ = g β and λ = g γ .
2. The ﬁrst step is to randomize u with v and µ as follows:
{

w1 = vu

(1)

w2 = µu
3. The second step is to logically split a into two random looking pieces l =
k = a − l. Clearly, l and k satisfy the following equations
{

l+k =a
αl + βk = −γ

4. Next, pick four random numbers d, e ∈ Z∗q and f, h ∈ Z∗p .
5. Query U1 in random order as
U1 (l, w1 ) → w1l ;
U1 (d, f ) → f d ;
U1 (e, h) → he .
Similarly, query U2 in random order as
U2 (k, w2 ) → w2k ;
U2 (d, f ) → f d ;
7

γ+aβ
β−α

and

(2)

U2 (e, h) → he .
6. Finally, check that both U1 and U2 produce the correct outputs, i.e., U1 (d, f ) =
U2 (d, f ) and U1 (e, h) = U2 (e, h). If not, output “error”; otherwise, output λw1l w2k .
Clearly, λw1l w2k = g γ (g α u)l (g β u)k = g γ g αl+βk ul+k = g γ g −γ ua = ua .
Note that in the one-malicious model, the above two test queries (i.e., U1 (d, f ) = U2 (d, f )
and U1 (e, h) = U2 (e, h)) imply both U1 and U2 produce the correct outputs. Similar to [18],
Exp can be trivially extended to outsource-secure scalar multiplications on elliptic curves,
whose details are omitted here.

3.2

Security Proof

Theorem 1 In the one-malicious model, the algorithms (T, U1 , U2 ) are an outsource-secure
implementation of Exp, where the input (a, u) may be honest, secret; or honest, protected;
or adversarial, protected.
Proof. The correctness property is straight-forward, and we only focus on security.
The proof is very similar to [18, 28]. Let A = (E, U1′ , U2′ ) be a probabilistic polynomial
time adversary that interacts with a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm T in the onemalicious model.
Firstly, we prove Pair One EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal (The external adversary, E,
learns nothing.):
If the input (a, u) is anything other than honest, secret, then the simulation is trivial:
the simulator S1 just behaves the same way as in the real execution.
If (a, u) is an honest, secret input, S1 behaves as follows: Upon receiving the input on
round i, S1 ignores it, and instead makes three random queries of the form (αj ∈ Zq , βj ∈ Z∗p )
α
to both U1′ and U2′ . S1 randomly tests two outputs from each program (i.e., βj j ). If an
error is detected, S1 saves all states and outputs Ypi = “error′′ , Yui = ϕ, replacei = 1. If
no error is detected, S1 checks the remaining two outputs. If all checks pass, S1 outputs
Ypi = ϕ, Yui = ϕ, replacei = 0; otherwise, S1 picks a random number r ∈ Z∗p and outputs
Ypi = r, Yui = ϕ, replacei = 1. In either case, S1 saves the appropriate states.
The input distributions to (U1′ , U2′ ) in the real and ideal experiments are computationally
indistinguishable. In the ideal experiment, the inputs are chosen uniformly at random. In
the real experiment, each part of all three queries that T makes to any one program is
independently re-randomized and thus computationally indistinguishable from random. If
i
i
(U1′ , U2′ ) behave honestly in the i-th round, then EV IEWreal
∼ EV IEWideal
(this is because
′ ,U ′ )
(U
T 1 2 perfectly executes Exp in the real experiment and S1 chooses not to replace the
output of Exp in the ideal experiment). If one of (U1′ , U2′ ) gives an incorrect output in the ith round, then it will be detected by both T and S1 with probability 23 , resulting in an output
of “error”; otherwise, the output of Exp will be successfully corrupted (with probability
1
′
′
3 ). In the real experiment, the three outputs generated by (U1 , U2 ) are multiplied together
along with a random value, thus a corrupted output of Exp will look incorrect, but random
to E. In the ideal experiment, S1 also simulates with a random value r ∈ Z∗p . Thus,
i
i
even when one of (U1′ , U2′ ) behaves dishonestly in the i-th
∼ EV IEWideal
EV IEWreal
round. By the hybrid argument, we conclude that EV IEWreal ∼ EV IEWideal .
Secondly, we prove Pair Two U V IEWreal ∼ U V IEWideal (The untrusted software,
′
(U1 , U2′ ), learns nothing.):
8

The simulator S2 always behaves as follows: Upon receiving the input on the i-th round,
S2 ignores it, and instead makes three random queries of the form (αj ∈ Z∗ q, βj ∈ Z∗p ) to
both U1′ and U2′ . Then S2 saves its states and the states of (U1′ , U2′ ). E can easily distinguish
between these real and ideal experiments (note that the output in the ideal experiment is
never corrupted). However, E cannot communicate this information to (U1′ , U2′ ). This
is because in the i-th round of the real experiment, T always re-randomizes its inputs
to (U1′ , U2′ ). In the ideal experiment, S2 always creates random, independent queries for
i
i
(U1′ , U2′ ). Thus, for each round i we have U V IEWreal
∼ U V IEWideal
. By the hybrid
argument, we conclude that U V IEWreal ∼ U V IEWideal .
2
2

Theorem 2 In the one-malicious model, the algorithms (T, (U1 , U2 )) are an (O( logn n , 32 )outsource-secure implementation of Exp.
Proof. It takes the proposed algorithm Exp roughly 1.5n MM to compute ua by the
square-and-multiply method for an arbitrary base to an arbitrary power. Moreover, Exp
makes 3 calls to Rand plus 6 modular multiplication (MM) and 1 modular inverse (MInv)
in order to compute ua (we omit other operations such as modular additions). Also, Exp
takes O(log 2 n) or O(1) MM using the EBPV generator or table-lookup method for Rand,
2
respectively, where n is the bit of the a. Thus, the algorithms (T, (U1 , U2 )) are an O( logn n )eﬃcient implementation of Exp.
On the other hand, U1 (resp. U2 ) cannot distinguish the two test queries from the three
real queries T makes. If U1 (resp. U2 ) fails during any execution of Exp, it will be detected
2
with probability 23 .

3.3

Eﬃciency

Here, we compare our proposal with the state-of-the-art algorithms [18, 28]. Let M M
denote a modular multiplication, M Inv denote a modular inverse, Invoke(Rand) denote
an invocation of Rand, and Invoke(U1 ) and Invoke(U2 ) denote the invocation of U1 and U2
respectively. Other operations such as modular additions are omitted. The comparison of
the eﬃciency and the checkability is presented in Table 1.
Compared with the other two algorithms, our proposal is more eﬃcient, which requires
only 6 MM, 1 MInv, 3 invocation of Rand, and 3 invocation of U1 and U2 for each modular
exponentiation. As the basic operation in most cryptographic protocols, millions of the
modular exponentiations may be performed by the cloud server every day. Thus, our
proposal can save huge of such computational resources.
Table 1: Eﬃciency Comparison
Algorithm [28] Algorithm [18]
MM
9
7
MInv
5
3
Invoke(Rand)
6
5
Invoke(U1 )
4
3
Invoke(U2 )
4
3
1
2
Checkability
2
3
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Ours
6
1
3
3
3
2
3

4

New and Secure Outsource Algorithm of Simultaneous Modular Exponentiations

The simultaneous modular exponentiations ua1 ub2 (mod p) plays an important role in
many cryptographic primitives. Chen et al. ﬁrst introduced the problem of outsourcesecure algorithm SExp of simultaneous modular exponentiations [18]. However, we point
out that their algorithm is insecure. And then we propose a new outsource-secure algorithm
of simultaneous modular exponentiations.

4.1

Cryptanalysis of Chen et al.’s Algorithm

Here, we recall Chen et al.’s outsource-secure algorithm of simultaneous modular exponentiations, and then show our cryptanalysis.
Let p, q be two large primes and q|p − 1. Given two arbitrary bases u1 , u2 ∈ Z∗p and two
arbitrary powers a, b ∈ Z∗q such that the order of u1 and u2 is q. The output of SExp is
ua1 ub2 (mod p).
1. Run Rand twice to create two blinding pairs (α, g α ) and (β, g β ). We denote v = g α
and µ = g β .
2. The ﬁrst logical divisions are
ua1 ub2 = (vw1 )a (vw2 )b = g β g γ w1a w2b ,
where w1 = u1 /v, w2 = u2 /v, and γ = (a + b)α − β.
The second logical divisions are
ua1 ub2 = g β g γ w1a w2b = g β g γ w1k w1l w2t w2s ,
where l = a − k and s = b − t.
3. Next, run Rand to obtain three pairs (t1 , g t1 ), (t2 , g t2 ) and (t3 , g t3 ).
4. Query U1 in random order as
U1 (t2 /t1 , g t1 ) → g t2 ;
U1 (γ/t3 , g t3 ) → g γ ;
U1 (k, w1 ) → w1k ;
U1 (t, w2 ) → w2t .
Similarly, query U2 in random order as
U2 (t2 /t1 , g t1 ) → g t2 ;
U2 (γ/t3 , g t3 ) → g γ ;
U2 (l, w1 ) → w1l ;
U2 (s, w2 ) → w2s .
5. Finally, check that both U1 and U2 produce the correct outputs, i.e., g t2 = U1 (t2 /t1 , g t1 ) =
U2 (t2 /t1 , g t1 ) and U1 (γ/t3 , g t3 ) = U2 (γ/t3 , g t3 ). If not, output “error”; otherwise, compute ua1 ub2 = µg γ w1k w1l w2t w2s .
10

In the original paper, Chen et al. claimed that the above algorithm is secure under
one-malicious model.

Cryptanalysis
We stress here again that the security of the outsourcing computation requires that U1′
and U2′ should not learn anything about what it is actually computing (including the secret
inputs and the outputs). On the other hand, it is allowed that E and U1′ (or U2′ ) develop
a joint strategy in advance [28] (once they begin interacting with T , they no longer have a
direct communication channel).
The weakness of the algorithm [18] is due to w1 and w2 . Note that given u1 and u2 , for
any w1 and w2 , w1 /w2 is always equal to u1 /u2 . Since w1 , w2 are inputs for both U1′ and
U2′ , we assume without loss of generality that U1′ is malicious.
Suppose that E is a malicious software vendor. Let u1 and u2 be partial public keys of
its competing software vendor. E then computes
ϕ = u1 /u2 , ψ = u2 /u1 ,
which are embedded into U1′ . In fact, when SExp is invoked, U1′ has the ability to recognize
these public keys of the competing software vendor.
Given (a, b, u1 , u2 ) T will invoke SExp for computing ua1 ub2 . Let (ci , di ) be the inputs to
′
U1 in the i-th round. We know that for all invocations of U1′ , there must exist two numbers
di and dj (i ̸= j) such that di = w1 , dj = w2 or di = w2 , dj = w1 , that is, di /dj = ϕ or
di /dj = ψ.
Hence, when U1′ (ci , di ) is invoked, U1′ can compute δ = di /dj for each dj where j < i
(note that U1′ can record all inputs from T ). And then it checks whether or not δ = ϕ or
δ = ψ holds. If it is the case, U1′ knows that it is performing the work with the public key
of the competing software vendor.
Similarly, E can embed a list of public keys of its competing software vendors. Then,
the information with respect to all these vendors will be leaked to the malicious software,
which contradicts to the basic security requirement for the outsourcing computation.

4.2

The Proposed Algorithm

Now, we propose a new outsource-secure algorithm of simultaneous modular exponentiations. Compared with Chen et al.’s algorithm [18], the security is assured. Moreover, our
proposal is more eﬃcient. More in details, our proposal SExp is as follows.
1. Run Rand thrice to create three blinding pairs (α, g α ), (β, g β ) and (γ, g γ ). We denote
v = g α , µ = g β and λ = g γ .
2. The ﬁrst logical divisions are

ua1 ub2 = g −π w1a w2b ,

where w1 = u1 v, w2 = u2 µ, and π = aα + bβ.
The second logical divisions are
ua1 ub2 = g −π w1a w2b = g γ g x w1k w1l w2t w2s = λg x w1k w1l w2t w2s ,
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where x = q − π − γ, l = a − k and s = b − t.
3. Next, pick two random numbers d ∈ Z∗q and f ∈ Z∗p , and run Rand to obtain a pair
(t1 , g t1 ).
4. Query U1 in random order as
U1 (x/t1 , g t1 ) → g x ;
U1 (d, f ) → f d ;
U1 (k, w1 ) → w1k ;
U1 (t, w2 ) → w2t .
Similarly, query U2 in random order as
U2 (x/t1 , g t1 ) → g x ;
U2 (d, f ) → f d ;
U2 (l, w1 ) → w1l ;
U2 (s, w2 ) → w2s .
5. Finally, check that both U1 and U2 produce the correct outputs, i.e., U1 (x/t1 , g t1 ) =
U2 (x/t1 , g t1 ) and U1 (d, f ) = U2 (d, f ). If not, output “error”; otherwise, compute
ua1 ub2 = λg x w1k w1l w2t w2s .
Similar to Theorem 1 and 2, we can easily prove the following theorem:
2

Theorem 3 In the one-malicious model, the algorithms (T, (U1 , U2 )) are an O( logn n ), 12 )outsource-secure implementation of SExp.

4.3

Eﬃciency

Note that SExp requires only 10 MM, 1 MInv, 4 invocation of Rand, and 4 invocation
of U1 and U2 for each modular exponentiation. Table 2 presents the comparison of the
eﬃciency and the checkability with Hohenberger-Lysyanskaya’s algorithm of outsourcing
one modular exponentiation (Surprisingly, our proposal is even more eﬃcient) and Chen et
al.’s algorithm.
Table 2: Eﬃciency Comparison
Algorithm [28] Algorithm [18]
MM
9
10
MInv
5
4
Invoke(Rand)
6
5
Invoke(U1 )
4
4
Invoke(U2 )
4
4
1
1
Checkability
2
2

12

Ours
10
1
4
4
4
1
2

5

Secure Outsourcing Algorithms for Encryption and Signatures

In this section, we propose two secure outsourcing algorithms for Cramer-Shoup encryption scheme [20] and Schnorr signature scheme [33].

5.1

Outsource-Secure Cramer-Shoup Encryptions

The proposed outsource-secure Cramer-Shoup encryption scheme CS1b consists of the
following eﬃcient algorithms:
• System Parameters Generation: Let G be an abelian group of a large prime order q.
Let g be a generator of G. Deﬁne a cryptographic secure hash function H : G3 → Zq .
The system parameters are SP = {G, q, g, H}.
• Key Generation: On input 1l , run the key generation algorithm to obtain the secret/public key pair (SK, P K), here SK = (w, x, y, z) ∈R Z∗q ×Z3q , P K = (W, X, Y, Z) =
(g w , g x , g y , g z ).
• Encryption: On input the public key P K and a message m ∈ G, the outsourcer T runs
the subroutines Rand, Exp and SExp, and generates the ciphertext C as follows:
1. T runs Rand to obtain a pair (k, r = g k ).
2. T ﬁrstly runs Exp to obtain Exp(k, W ) → s, Exp(k, Z) → t and then computes
e = mt, and h = H(r, s, e).
3. T runs SExp to obtain SExp(k, kh, X, Y ) → X k Y kh = γ.
4. T outputs the ciphertext C = (r, s, e, γ).
• Decryption: On input the secret key SK, and the ciphertext C = (r, s, e, γ), the
outsourcer T ′ runs the subroutine Exp and computes the message m as follows:
1. T ′ computes h = H(r, s, e).
2. T ′ runs Exp to obtain Exp(w, r) → ψ1 and Exp(x + yh, r) → ψ2 .
3. If and only if s = ψ1 and γ = ψ2 , T ′ runs Exp to obtain Exp(q − z, r) → t and
then computes m = et.
Compared with [18], we use both Exp and SExp as subroutines, and the eﬃciency is
improved greatly which is shown in Table 3. Note that the checkability in Encryption is
lower than [18]. The solution is to make two additional test queires in SExp, which will
improve the checkability to 23 . Clearly, our proposal is still more eﬃcient even in this case.

5.2

Outsource-Secure Schnorr Signatures

The proposed outsource-secure Schnorr signature scheme consists of the following eﬃcient algorithms:
• System Parameters Generation: Let p and q be two large primes that satisfy q|p − 1.
Let g be an element in Zp such that g q = 1 (mod p). Deﬁne a cryptographic secure
hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp . The system parameters are SP = {p, q, g, H}.
13

Table 3: Eﬃciency Comparison
Algorithm [18]
Ours
(Enc/Dec)
(Enc/Dec)
MM
30/23
24/20
MInv
12/10
3/3
Invoke(Rand)
21/15
11/9
Invoke(U1 )
12/9
10/9
Invoke(U2 )
12/9
10/9
2
3
2
2
Checkability
/
3
3
5 / 3
• Key Generation: On input 1l , run the key generation algorithm to obtain the signing/veriﬁcation key pair (x, y), here y = g −x (mod p).
• Signature Generation: On input the singing key x and a message m, the outsourcer
T runs the subroutine Rand, and generates the signature as follows:
1. T runs Rand to obtain a pair (k, r = g k ).
2. T computes e = H(m∥r) and s = k + xe (mod q).
3. T outputs the signature σ = (e, s).
• Signature Veriﬁcation: On input the veriﬁcation key y, the message m, and the signature σ = (e, s), the outsourcer T ′ runs the subroutine SExp, and veriﬁes the signature
as follows:
1. T ′ runs SExp to obtain SExp(s, e, g, y) → g s y e = r′ .
2. T ′ computes e′ = H(m∥r′ ).
3. T ′ outputs 1 if and only if e′ = e.
The eﬃciency comparison is given in Table 4. Similarly, to improve the checkability to
two additional test queires can be made in SExp. Clearly, our proposal is still more
eﬃcient even in this case.
2
3

Table 4: Eﬃciency Comparison of Signature Veriﬁcation
Algorithm [28] Algorithm [18] Ours
MM
19
15
6
MInv
10
6
1
Invoke(Rand)
12
10
3
Invoke(U1 )
8
6
3
Invoke(U2 )
8
6
3
1
2
1
Checkability
2
3
2

6

Conclusion

In this paper,we propose two outsource-secure and eﬃcient algorithms for modular exponentiations and simultaneous modular exponentiations. Compared with the state-of-the-art
14

algorithms [18, 28], the proposed algorithm is more eﬃcient. Also, we point out that the algorithm for simultaneous modular exponentiations in [18] is insecure. Moreover, we propose
the constructions for outsource-secure Cramer-Shoup encryptions and Schnorr signatures.
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